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Sela
Pegasusian
Pegasus
5th
133 light years
GFL Mothership Commander
Liberate Planet Earth
In Antiquity, a Pegasusian priest named Horace
(not the Egyptian god we know as Horus)

Biographical Information:
Sela, Pegusian Mothership Commander
Mothership: Borastak
Location: Poland
Sela says the reason that there is part of the 6 ship team out in Europe is because it's all connected.
She confirms my assumption that there are activities that she's monitoring that would be of interest to the
North American ships on our team.
We monitor space around us, activity on other planets, we monitor life on earth and underground as well. Yes,
we have a compliment of 15,000 on our ship.
So you have a bigger ship. Yes, she says. It holds more living compartments and there is more computer
capacity in the Borastak. She says there are many Pegasusians that serve. They have their own ships
surrounding earth as well. These ships are of a different calibre than the GFL ships. Some are technological
ships, some are for housing only, some are cargo ships, some are healing ships, many many specialties.
Sela just explained to me that there are the universals/galactics who tend to incarnate to help with ascension
or other specific issues a world may be having, and then there are the ones who help in other ways. It depends
on your specialty.
Me: Why are you located over Poland? What's so special about it?
Sela: In fact there are ships over every inch of your sky space. There is nothing more special about Poland than
there is not. We cover your planet as a globe and deal with it holistically, not in parts per se. However there
are other ships of our team that are over North America and there is a connection between activities there
and in Poland.
These have to do with weather modification technologies, which is something the ships monitor. The magnetic
north is moving towards Poland as it is set back to its proper designated spot.
Me: Poland was the north pole?
Sela: Why do you think it's called Pole-land?
Me: Holy moly! OMG
Sela: The alignment of your planet is incorrect and it will be corrected again as you enter this new age.
Me: What does weather modification have to do with the misalignment of this pole?
Sela: A lot. It is not just the weather they are setting out of alignment – it is your magnetic fields they are
tampering with as well.
Me: That makes sense. Thank you Sela.
Sela: You're welcome.
Me: I'm thinking then maybe Antarctica could very be Atlantis, couldn't it? Wow, what a crazy world!
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